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Justin Choi, MLIS, JD
Librarian & Distance Education Coordinator
Mr. Justin Choi obtained his BA in
History at the University of Chicago,
Illinois, Juris Doctor (JD) from Regent
University School of Law, Virginia
Beach and his Masters in Library and
Information Science from San Jose
State University, San Jose, California.
He has extensive experience in the
software industry, public library and
curating translation materials.
In February 2021, Mr. Choi started as
the librarian and distance education coordinator at Angeles College.
As the librarian and distance education coordinator, Mr. Choi works with
students and faculty in using Canvas LMS, the Library and Information
Resource Network (LIRN), and the physical library. He is here to guide
students in their research and writing.

Programs Enrolling Now

Congratulations
to our newest
NCLEX-PN
Board Passers
 Stephanie Caldwell, LVN
(VN43)
 Heghine Davtyan, LVN
(VN44)
 Crystal Ezeuka, LVN
(VN44)
 Vivian Moore, LVN (VN45)
 Jacqueline Nelson, LVN
(VN45)
 Walker Pulido, LVN (VN45)
 Sonia Rojas, LVN (VN44)
 Aigerim Sagyndykova, LVN
(VN45)
 Kevan Sterling, LVN
(VN43)
 Jovana Vazquez, LVN
(VN43)

 Elle Zew, LVN (VN43)

B.S. Prelicensure Nursing

Vocational Nursing

Success is not final; failure is fatal; it is the courage to continue that
counts.
– Winston Churchill

Unpublished Graduate Yelp Testimonials
Note: Some Reviews are not posted by Yelp for the Public to see
One of cohort 45!!! I passed my
NCLEX-PN during this
COVID19 on the first try. If you
ever enroll for Vocational
Nursing program. I urge you to
study hard, pay attention to your instructors
and attend all assigned clinical externships.
After all you paid a lot of money to get into
this program and ultimately its only YOU
who can make it happen to be a NURSE.
All of these faculties are there to help you
with whatever you needed. The DON,
ADON, Program directors and
administration go beyond their duties to
help you to be a successful nurse. These
people are not only good with their
knowledges, they use their creds to help
people like you and me to achieve our
dream, to be a NURSE!! I know it can be
daunting at first, but with time if you learn to
use your critical thinking, good judgement
and nursing concepts, you got it.
This program has been using ATI to help
their students pass NCLEX on first attempt.
If you research about the passing rate,
students from Angeles College have a great
100% passing rate on first attempt!!!!
- Vivian M.

I want to thank Angeles College and all my
teachers for their support!!! I moved to the
USA 3 years ago, English is my second
language, and I had no knowledge about
nursing. I passed NCLEX on first try with
minimum 75 questions and couple days ago received
license. Also, my school is helping me with a job right
now.
I'm glad I made the choice to enroll in this college. From
the beginning everyone was very helpful. The financial
aid office and administrators made the enrollment very
easy to understand and helped me with documents and
financial aid. The instructors are great and they make it
very easy and fun to learn.
- Aigera A.
I started this program with little to no
knowledge/experience in the medical field
and I'm glad I chose Angeles College to start
my nursing foundation. The staff was
excellent and work with you in every aspect
of the way and my peers were just as great and make the
learning experience as smooth as possible. The addition
of implementing the ATI testing platform drastically
increased my chances of passing the NCLEX first try!
Easy to adjust to the fast-paced learning environment and
quickly introduces you to the world of nursing, so be
ready!
- Charlie G.

